Chapter 1
Run, run, run!

A lone female wolf with fur obsidian black, eyes the color of green spring leaves, and odd patterns of flowers all over her fur, was running through the forest. She could hear the sound of wolf paws padding and wolfs howling.
This had all started when Flora had healed a patient with her powers of plant and healing, which, she had thought were secret when an all black wolf, Darkness, Flora recognized had jumped out of the shadows and yelled, “WITCH” and ran to tell the alphas,(male AND female alphas in this pack) giving Flora a chance to get a head start.
It doesn’t matter anymore suppress the anger, at Darkness, the alphas, and the clan, Flora told herself. She veered right and dove into a hole, well a burrow, maybe a abandoned badger den, from the smell, Flora thought. Flora summoned some roots to cover it up, as a disguise to make it look natural.
She heard the pack run past and then, a week later, at midnight, still in her burrow, (now with a few extra blueberry bushes) she heard the sound of the male alpha, Stonewall, bellow “Attention all wolves” there was a pause as wolf turned towards him. “Our searches are over” all the wolves seemed delighted. “We’ve found her?!” One wolf, Sunlight, by the sound of it, asked excitedly. “No” Stonewall replied. Suddenly the wolves were disappointed. Then Stonewall shouted “But we have a right to believe she may be dead, I have personally followed her trail and then her scent disappears completely, even Strongnose can not find her.”
Strongnose can’t find me? How didn’t he smell the roots? Does he have an allergy to them? Is there Poison Ivy on them? Didn’t he try to get Falconsight? How did he of all wolves miss me? Then a possible explanation popped into Flora’s head, Is Strongnose on my side? Do I have allies in Stoneclan? Still, now, even though they know I’m like this? Defying the alphas to help me? It was unlikely, but, then again, there was that time she’d saved Strongnose’s life with her powers, so maybe.

One day, months after the pack’s theory she was dead Flora when out into the forest to help some plants grow, she was helping a oak sapling grow when she felt a presence, then suddenly she smelled not Stonepack, but Stormpack then she felt a sharp pain in her head and everything went dark.
To Be Continued...

What happens next? What does Stormpack do with her? Will Flora get turned in to Stonepack? Will Flora maybe get a new chance? Will her powers get found out... again? Read Wolf Pack Vol. 1 Nov. 2 for more...
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Be one with the Wolves
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